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Businesses struggle in economy Former student

faces sex-related

•

Haley Russell
Assistant News Editor

Many of America's businesses have been facing financial difficulties because of the recession; however, this trend did not seem to bold
true in Murray until recently.
Ayman Hassan. owner of Baldy's Grill, said he
is seeing a definite difference in restaurant
sales.
·
"Compared to a couple of years ago. sales are
dropping," he said.
The reason the delivery restaurant's sales
have dropped, Hassan said, is because of the
country's economy.
"I think it's most likely because of the economy and the gas prices are so high too," he said.
"All the prices are going up. Everything is going
up because the prices and cost of living is very
high now."
Hassan said the way to compete with other
restaurants in Murray and continue to flourish
is to give the customer bigger portions.
"(We should) give them more portions,
increase the portions and make them feel like
they get more for their money," he said.
The- goals for his business, he said, are to
remain number one delivery in Murray.
Nick's Family Sports Pub. however, has seen
increases in business. floor manager Chad
Berteokamp said.
"Business has increased quite a bit," he said.
In the summer business slows down. but
since the start of the fall semester, it has sped
up, he said.
In order to protect itself from the suffering
economy, Berteokamp said the pub would have
to keep its reputation up and prices dowtL
"The first step is going to be advertisement
and making sure everyone knows about us. that
we have a ~ood reputation and what a good
business we are," be said. "1 think too. having
better specials, and cheaper prices always
brings better business, that and keeping a good
reputation increases business dramatically."
Several businesses are fmding ways to cut
costs. Debit cards are discouraged or no longer
accepted at Gloria's and Quarter's Campus Grill
Gloria's daughter Julie Sears said Gloria's
restaurant can still t~e cards, but prefer cash
because of card fees.
"They charge us each time we swipe a card,"
she said. "When you're a small business, you
have to watch every little extra charge because
it could add up to be several hundred dollars a
week, just to take cards. That's quite a bit of
money."
Businesses such as University Book & Bean
are not only doing y.rell, they are profiting in the
midst of the economic downfall.
Megan Perkins, assistant manager said the
business has grown in the last year.

President
announces
Insurance
changes
•

Austin Ramsey
News Editor
University Human Resources
will' formally announce changes to
the insurance and benefits package
later today - a week before open
enrollment packets are issued to
faculty and staff for 2012.
Among the adjustments is the
extended family dependent benefits package, which includes
domestic partners, President
Randy Dunn announced at the
State of the University Address
Oct. 5.
The University's Committee on
Insurance and Benefits began evaluating the benefits package a little
more than a year ago, following
Kevin Binfield's proposal to the
Faculty Senate.
Binfield, professor of English,
submitted the proposal to the Sen·
ate, which voted to allow the Committee time to review and confirm
or deny the resolution.
J\nn Beck. committee chair, told
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charge
White College resident
reports incident;
University takes action
Haley Russell
Assistant News Editor

Ryan Richardson!7he News

Booths sit empty at Baldy's Grill Several local businesses are looklno at ways to Increase and maintain sales.
"We've only been here for two and a half,
three years, so compared to previous years. our
business has actually grown tremendously,
especially with our textbook side of everything
due to rentals and special buy back and those
things," she said.
The textbook side of the bookstore is the
backbone of the business, Perkins said.
"I feel like with us being locating near the college and the easy access for students, the textbooks will hold us together if the economy does
suffer more thaD it is right now," She saia.
Lance Allison, president/CEO of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce, said the University is a
major factor in helping businesses.
"There is no indication that we will see a
major decline (in business)," he said...We've
weathered the worst of it verv well. Murray
State University and the student population
have a huge impact on helping us weather the
storm."
Another reason. be said. is because of the different kinds of businesses in Murray.
"Our diverse industry also helps," he said.
"We don't have all of our eggs in one basket."
Chris Wooldridge, district director of the
Murray State small business development center, said Murray has been isolated from the eco·
nomic downfall because of the mix of employers in the city.
"Murray has some cushion against economic
downturns by having a strong mix of large

The News last fall that a policy
change of this nature was neces·
sary because of regional pressures.
"This would allow us to stay
competitive with our sister
schools," she said of the Committee's sitting proposal. "This will be
a part of the constant evaluation
we have to keep recruiting high
quality staff and faculty for Murray
State."
Murray State is the second to
last public uhlversity in the state behind Morehead State University
- in implementing such a program.
Peggy Pittman-Munke, Faculty
Senate president, said the insurance benefits package aimed at
domestic partners is in good timing because of the recently passed
Diversity Plan.
Dunn's proposal was given
directly to his administration,
bypassing the Board of Regents,
because the president is authorized to make changes to health
insurance and wellness plans
annually, Josh Jacobs, the presi·
dent's chief of staff, said via email.
"We've bad a goal of trying to
have this in place by our new calendar year,• Dunn said.
The package extends health and
other insurance benefits to families' with non-married couples as
long as the claimed dependent
meets University requirements.
Those requirements are almost
identical to those of Northern Kentucky University. They include an
affidavit form, along with any legal
or contractual documents Murray

BULL BLOWOUT
•Semiannual rodeo event
returns to Expo Center, 6A

employers which are relatively recession resistant as well as a strong small business sector," he
said.
The . Murray·Calloway County Hospital and
the University both represent large employers
fitting in two areas: healthcare and education.
Both of these institutions will remain throughout economic crises, he said.
"In addition, Pella. Kenlake Foods, Briggs &
Stratton and other large employment firms
appear to have been able to weather this ecoDomic downturn o the Great "Recess1on relatively welL" Wooldridge said.
The community commerce, the buying and
selling of products, and the large, well managed
recessionary resistant management teams and
well managed small business sectors,
Wooldridge said, keep Murray alive and vibrant.
Despite Murray's ability to stay isolated from
economic hardships, Wooldridge said the fear
of a double-dip recession or simple continuation of the present one will eventually reach
small towns like Murray.
Said Wooldridge: "lt must be noted that no
community can stay unaffected from a protract·
ed economic downturn indefinitely. If the Great
Recession impacts continue to hamper economic recovery, or if a double dip recession occurs,
the loll$ term effects of the economic distress
will begin to reach all communities at a higher
•
level."
Contact Russell at hrussell@murraystate.edu.

State may request in order to prove
the dependency of the partner or
child an employee claims.
Jody Cofer, co-chair of the President's Commission on Diversity
and Inclusion, said these requirements are not abnormal.
"Because there is not the lepl
institution of marriage for some of
these people, we have to qualify it
in some way," Cofer said. "To do
that, these parameters have been
established. It's working at other
institutions, and it can work here
for us."
Employees will be responsible
for paying the full cost of the cov·
erage of the extended family
dependent, as federal law mandates that no public money can be ·
used to cover those benefits.
Tom Hoffacker, director of
HUman Resources, said the Uni·
versity administration took the
recommendation from the Com·
mittee on Insurance and Benefits
and used its data to conduct a survey on the fiscal impact of extended family benefits.
"The cost to add extended fami·
ly members to other benefits
including tuition waivers. dental
insurance, access to the Bauernfeind Wellness Center, Dining
Services family discounts and
time·off programs ... w ill be
around $54.000," he said. "The low
estimate of costs is $36,000 and
high estimate is $72,000."
According to administration.
premiums will increase the normal
4.8 percent.

Hoffacker said the open enroll·
ment packets wiU also includ~ a '
new vision plan. But the University is trying to sort out the differences found in similar or overlapping benefits, he said.
"In our medical plan there are
some vision plan benefits," he said
"You would think they would be
completely different. To make
things even more odd, in our dental plan. we have a minor vision
care benefit."
Hoffacker also said there will be
an optional investment vehicle
available to employees who want
to make usc of tax advantages
related to pretax income.
The Supplemental 403B Plan is
one of nearly nine tax investment
programs the University offers.
Hoffacker said he hopes it will
encourage employees to save for
·
the future.
Open enrollment period begins
Monday and lasts through Oct. 28.
Contact Ramsey at aramseyS@
murraystate.edu.

PRESIDENT'S RES'PONSE MEN'S GOLF
President Randy Dunn explains
1Zx12 enrollment initiative, 4A

The Murray State Police held an investiga·
tion after Connor Jung. former from Aurora,
Ky., allegedly entered an unlocked room in
White College and sexually assaulted a female
student at 2:30 a.m. on Friday, Sept. 30. The
Marshall County Police Department arrested
Jung at his home in the Aurora area at approximately 11 a.m. Tuesday.
· Mike Young. assistant vice president for
Student Affairs, confirmed the University bas
taken action against }ung. Because the case is
r - - - - - - - , still open, Young could not
release any details of said
action.
David DeVoss, chief of
police for the Murray State
Police and public safety
emergency management
director, said the suspect
proceeded to leave the
room after the victim said
she was calling the police.
Conner Jung
•officers investigated
former student and. with assistance from
from Aurora, Ky. the victim, id~ntified the
suspect." he satd.
DeVoss said the suspect was then contacted
by the Murray State Police and was asked to
meet with an investigator.
"When the suspect failed to meet with the
University Police investigator and he left cam·
pus. a warrant was issued for his arrest," he
said.
The warrant was issued electronically and
David Maddox. a Marshall County police officer, made the arrest. Jung was charged with
burglary of the second degree and sexual mis·
conduct.
·
Jung was released on surety bond Thesday
morning, DeVoss said.
"Jung has made bond and was provided with
a court date to appear before a judge in Cal·
loway County," he said,
DeVoss said based on evidence the Murray
State Police will provide to the prosecutor. the
Calloway County Attorney will examine the
evidence and decide with what to charge Jung.
"The University Police gather facts and evidence and provide the information to the
prosecutor and, the Calloway County Attorney," he said. "That office and the County
Attorney decides if the evidence is sufficient
to charge an individual with a crime and determine~ the most appropriate criminal charge."
Chhanda Islam. professor of early childhood
and elementary education and college bead
for White College, said the residential college
took all necessary steps concerning the
assault.
~s far as I could tell, we responded promptly and effectively to this traumatic incident
and took appropriate action to prevent, correct and to discipline behavior that violates
our policy."
Islam said White College works to create an
environment for students free of danger.
"White College is committed to creating and
maintain a community where all persons who
participate in University programs and activities can learn together in an atmosphere free
of aU forms of harassment," she said.
DeVoss said he encouraged students to call
Public Safety quickly after an incident occurs.
"Our response time to all types of emergen·
cies is miniscule, as student safety is our pri·
ority," he said. "The victim in this case contacted us quickly and provided the needed
information to identify a suspect. We very
much appreciate her cooperation."
De Voss said students should be cognizant of
their surroundings and be aware of their safety.
Said DeVoss: "Students must take responsibility for their personal safety. Locking doors
when leaving the room or when one retires for
the night should become a habit."
Contact Russell at hrussell@murraystate.edu.
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Patrick Newcomb receives state Lights releases saccharine
Player of the Year title, 48
sophomore album, 7B
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This week
•All Day HomecoPling elections;
myGare
•3:30 pa Bill and Merry Garrett

eJ p.m. Health Fair; Susan E. Baunerflend Wellness Center. open to all
•1 p.m. Discover Iranian Cinema;

•9'.30 a.m. Homecoming Parade;
Court Square, open to all

•11 a.J;U. Tent City; Roy Stewart StaAgrkultural Education and Research diu~p, open to all
Center Dedication; 1811 Graham Rd., •2:30 p.m. King & Queen Coronation;
ROy Stewart Stadium, open to all
Murray, open to all
~ p.m. Oan Barker "Freedom from
•3 p.m. Footb~ll vs. Eastern Illinois
Religion Foundatiqnli; Freed Curd University; Roy Stewart StaditJJX).. free
Auditorium~ open to all
wStb Racercard
•1 p.m. Volleyball "s. Morehead State; •7:30 ~m. Cinema international
Racer Arena. free with Racercard
•"Priceless": Curris Center Theater,
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International free
"Priceless"; Curris Center Theater,

lf you would like an e:vent to appear in
the This week section, fill out a form in
Tbe Mumw State News office '3t 1U Wilscm HalL fax to 809·317S or email infor- .
matioa to t~urraystate.edo.

Curris Center Theater, ()pen to all

•7 p.m. 'Women's E~~·s Tbe Reality ot' Wo nder Woman p~nel, Ohio
Room. Curds Center. open co all
•7 p.ll. Wunt~ Belle of the South:
304 North 6th Street Paducah, 'Ky.,
$l2
~ p.m. "Robin Hood": Lovett Au-

Pleas«! submit events by noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee
all items received will be published.

ditorium, free with Racercard

Cree

Tuesday

Wednesday

·~ p.m. ad Noon "Robin Hood":
LOvett Auditorium, free with Racercard
-4 p.m. The Public Relations Student
Society of America; Room 10(), Wilson Hall. open to all
•7 p.m. Haunted Belle of the South;
304 North 6th Street, Paducah, Ky.,

•10
"Robin Hood"; LOvett Audi-torium. free with Racettard
•2 p.$. Ml!}ors Fair; L;frge Ballroom.
Curris Center, open to all
•2:30 p.m. Students of SociQIOgy

$12
•1 p.m. "American Werewolf'':
Maiden Alley Cinema, Paducah, Ky..
S20 (includes two beers and a themed

food spread)

Police Beat

Thursday

a..n.

meeting; Room 507, Faculty -Hall,.
open to all
•1 p.m. Haunted Belle o( the South;
'304 North 6th Street, Paducah. Ky.,

$12
•7 p.m. Wednesday Word & WoJ'$bip;
Curris Center Tb~tcr. open to all

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------

Oct.6
7:10 a.m. A caller reported
burned material in front of
Hart College. The Murrny
State Police. Murray Fire De·
partmcnt and state fire mar:;bal were notified.
9-.28 a.m. A person reported a
theft of a parking permit at the
Public Safety building. The
Murray State Police were noti·
fieJ and took a report for theft
by unlawful taking less thnn
$500.
1:16 p.m. A Murray State Police
officer arrest'e d Joshua Morris,
non-student from Benton. Ky.,
for failure to appear in Cal·
loway District Court.

Oct. 7
6:23 a.m. A caller reported a
medical emergencY. at R<lY

Stewart Stadium. The Murray
State Police and ambulance
were notified. The person was
taken to the hospital by a mbulance.
3:16p.m. A residential director
reported a c andle found in a
room in College Courts. The
Murray State Pollet.•, Murray
Fire Dcpartmcnt and the' :statt.'
fire marshal were notified. A
fire report was taken by the
Murray State Police.
7:14 p.m. A caller reported a
broken wheelchair lift in the
West Kentucky F-"<PO Center.
Central Plant was notified.

were notified an~ an officer
arrested Zachary Gifford,
freshman from St. Louis, Mo.,
for alcohol intoxication.
6:01p.m. A Murray State Police
officer issued a verbal warning
for failure to yield to right-ofway at Chestnut Street and
Gilbert Graves Drive.

Oct.9

of drug paraphernalia and possession of a ficticious driver's
license.
8:23 p.m. A caller reported she
left lights on at .Woods Hall.
The Murray State Police and
Central Plant was notified and
took an information report.
10 p.m. A caller reported a
stolen bicycle at Waterfield Library. An officer was notified
and took a report for theft by
unlawful taking less than $500.

2:41a.m. The Murray State Police arrested }(lSCph Licavoli,
freshman from Fenton, Mo.,

Oct.lO

for driving under the influ·
ence. first offense. possession

10:33 a.m. A caller.reported an

Oct.8
11:38 a.m. A callt>r requested a
welfare check on a student at
Campus Core. The individual
Jiv£'d off campus and the call
was transferred to the Murray
Police Department.
3:33 p.m. A caller re ported a
suspicious person at Ordway
Hall. The Murray State Police

elevator was stuck on the ftrst
floor of Hart College with no
one on board. Facilities Management was notified at 10:34
a.m.
1:34 p.m. A caller reported a
vehicle lockout at Hart College. An officer was notifil!d
and took an informati(lnal report.
7:26 p.m. A caller reported a
person causing a disturbance
in Hart College. An officer was
notified and took an information report.

Oct.ll
10:29 a.m. A fire alarm was activated in New Richmond Col·
lege. The Murray Fire
Department. an officer and
state fire marshal were noti·
fied and took a fire rt.•port.
2:38 p.m. A caller requested to
s~ak with an officer coru:eming University policy. ~ officer was notified.
S:4S p.m. A calk·r reported they

Oet.IO

Oct.l2
3:36 p.m. A cOllier wanted information to gl't a bicycle registered. An officer was
notified.
8:07p.m. Racer Patrol reported
an unlocked door at the Cris
Soccer Complex. An officer
was notified and secured
building.
10:4S p.m. A caller reported a
suspicious person in the Rc·
gent::; Coll<'gc parking lot. An
officer was notified.
Motorist assists - 0
Racer ~scurts - 0
Arrests- 3

Assistant News Editor Haley
RusselL compiles Police Heat
with materials p rovided by
l'ublic Safety. Not all dis·
patched culls are listed.

.I

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
SERVING 40 CENT WINGS
7:30 P.M. TO CLOSE

••••••••••••••••••
JOIN us FOR TRIVIA!
W EDNESDAYS AT 7 P.M.
H APPY H OUR

~-on

•

Packed Weekend
STATE UNIVERSIILY

DAY, OCTOBER 13
~...IM Pep Rally

MONDAY-FRIDAY 3-6 P.M.
SATURDAY

11 A .M.-6 P.M.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14
Rllall vs. Morehead State

Corner of lOth & Arcadia •

759-8866 • Behind Cheri Theatres

WWW.BIGAPPLEMURRAY.COM
_fl._

1:-.J

Love Big Apple? "Like Us" on Facebook.
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter.

l.ATURDAY, OCTOBER 15
vs. Eastern Illinois
EKU

-

lost their wallet. The Murray
State Police were notified and
took a report for theft o r lost
property,

Students
OIMa MIIIITicll
Staff writer

Five survivors shared their _ . . of rapt, ckMDatk ~
ud texual aod verbal abuse at the aamaal 'IWre Back .,_ ~

Oct.6.
Tbe nJre Back the NJsht p!08nlll WU ~ ID hour
loJII aad Included perfonn•nces"Gcme but Not Pcqoaea." a caadleU&bt mardl ad tbe C1otbesline Project.
nke Back the Nllht II holtecl eYer)' year by the 'Wol8en OtJt.l
ter at Murray State to allow mea and ,.,... MIOII ~ to
take a stand against sexual asaault, chUdbood
Jlla..
dolllhip vlolence and stalktq.
Jane Etheridge, ditector oldie Women' ~saklebie.,..
told by the five survivod . _ Jalplrlac.
"Their sto.;Ws are • _,. JPrponut part of the~ to
witness their raw~ IIMIW~Das.• abe said.
Edleridp said dim lsiit a 11aa1Je p i of 'Me ~-~zr;
but there ate sfteral ways tbe nat sheds Uiht OD

II!DIIl...,

leace.
Some were to iJlumiMM' dae .SOU. llluel, to clllptl ar,tbe
about the c:l'bMI; vallUte aad support tbe 'rictims br «adlial
lopther to protest vtoleace, ... salcL
Upoa ea&eriDf CutchiD Pield, lhldents, lacukJ and com__,
memben saw "Go»e but Not loJFtteD,• a~
~
~the field to~ the llves offl rape llDd ~·
tims slac:e 2008 in KentuCky.
()rpalren caD tbe eveat "GoDe but Not FcJraottis" to.._..
bet dle'biDoc:eDt lost.
""Gone but Not PofBOlteD' lm't about die WOIDIIl Who ._..
beeD murdered.• Amber Manb1e, seDior &em W.a;at,, .,_.
and .uadent worker at the WOIDell'l center, llld. .oPflle poiDIII tv
showase their UYes. 11aey ......,rc tust Ylcdms; 'tber
Uves.·

ol..,

w '"'

••
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The power ~-of reasoning c~!!,!f.tJ~}t!~~i;~~~!!~E~.
Rain dances
don't
work.
We know this.
And sacrificing
small animals
will not grant
spe'c ial
us
favors from an
unseen spirit.
WiiUam Zingrone Such
ideas
assistant professor nowadays are
of psychology
beyond laughable, not worthy of a moment's
serious consideration. ' But the
"power of prayer" remains as an
unquestioned assumption, politically
incorrect to doubt or disparage
because of course some of them. if
even a minute fraction, do get
answered. Well maybe, and maybe
only for certain things, maybe. So
can we pray for rain and ,e xpect an
answer? One of our top presidential
candidates evidently thinks so.
Rick Perry, governor of Texas,
enshrined such an expectation in
an official proclamation; " .. .it seems
right and fitting th'at the people of
Texas should join together in
prayer to humbly seek an end to
this devastating drought... " Maybe
he should have danced. That was in
April and the drought yet continues
unabated.
Undaunted, Gov. Perry went for
a grander request: fixing a "Nation
in Crisis" through a mass evangelical prayer rally in August. Maybe
praying for rain or a better economy makes some of us feel real good
for a very short time but don't we
all know better as far as what to
truly expect from prayer other than
our own momentary well-being?
We pray for survival from a heart
attack, remission of cancer, the
early end of sickness and pain. We
pray only for hidden, ephemeral
results, things we can never tell if
prayer has any real effect upon.
Nobody prays for a new limb, a
reattached finger, not even a paltry
earlobe.
Instead'we see a surgeon. Surely
a measly earlobe regrown in the
night whilst we sleep should be a
trifling task for the Creator of the
universe who not only caused all
things material and living to come
to be from nothing, down to every
last elementary particle across the
entire universe?
One who is implored to
rearrange weather patterns over
hundreds of square miles of west '
Texas or magically dissolve Obamacare at our humble request,
surely.

He could be ~ailed upon to whip
up a few measly centimeters of earlobe flesh for us overnight? But
nobody prays for that, or for a new
amputated limb, or to start our car.
Even the most devoutly religious
get a jump from their· neighbor or
call a mechanic.
They know better. We know better. Consider this quick thought
experiment. According to the
American Cancer Society, more
than 100,000 U.S. adults contract
and die of lung cancer every year.
Given that nearly 80 percent of us
Americans are religious to some
degree and believe iii one god or
another, one can safely assume that
these victinis of adult cancer someone's mom. dad, aunt, uncle,
sister or brother - wer~ pray~d for
by any number of relatives, friend~,
coworkers, etc. on at least one, 1f
not many occasions.
Even the non-believers among us
were likely included in the prayers
of believing friends, relatives and.
at very least, in the general prayers
"for the sick and dying" offered up
in churches throughout the land
every Sunday. So these 100,000plus cancer stricken folks each had
conservatively dozens of prayers
for their survival submitted on
their behalf.
Besides being prayed for what do
they all have in common? They're
all dead That's millions of unanswered prayers for this one illness
alone, in just one country.
Extend that reasoning to the 9
million or so children who die
every year before age five of disease, hunger or mayhem worldwide; all prayed for by desperate
parents and relatives to gods of all
kinds.
That's hundreds of millions, likely bWions of prayerful pleadings
defmitely left unheard, utterly
ignored. Only on very rare occasions, when an unexplainable and
hidden reversal or remission of a
disease occurs do some insistently
claim credit for an answered
prayer.
~
'"' • • )
But even then if one 'a ttempts to
maintain such a case is an 'example
of the "power of prayer" you have
to admit the power, if any, is vanishingly small, and utterly unprovable. Maybe prayer makes some of
us feel better for a short time, but
prayer doesn't make rain, cure cancer, fix transmissions, save children, regrow body parts or advance
Republican agendas. And we all
know better.

Cheers and Jeers section in the
Oct. 7 edition of The Murray
State News)

are not decreasing?
Finally, don't you know
there were five brave survivors there that night who
participated in the march?
They marched not because
they were sexually assaulted
on this campus, but because
they were victimized and
lived. Many never get that
chance. The march was not
just for those people who had
died due to violence, but it was
also for those who lived.
So please, before you jeer at
the march, you should stop
and think about what it meant
to those survivors who could
look out across the field and
see the candles burning brightly, because there is hope sexual violence and assault can be
stopped The candles were a
symbol of hope and safety, and
a statement to all people that
we can take back the night.
Clearly, you have no idea
what you are talking about
when you jeer the march. And
if you have no idea what you
are talking about, then why on
earth' are you writing about it?

First, you got your information wrong when you stated
people who participated in
Take Back the Night's candlelit
march walked through the
Quad. That information is
false. I participated in the formal program and in the candlelit march. The march did
not proceed through the Quad.
but started at the Cutchin Soccer Fields and ran through the
main thoroughfare of the campus, ending up at the Curris
Center.
·
Secondly, how on •God's
earth can you jeer an important program like Take Back
the Night? Don't you know
every two minutes a woman is
getting sexually assaulted in
this country?
Don't you know we had 98
chairs placed on the soccer
field that night representing
the 97 women and one man
who lost their lives due to
domestic violence and sexual
assault just in the Commonwealth of Kentucky since
Ashlee Cobb
2008? Don't you know the
senior from
numbers of sexually and
Dyersburg, Tenn.
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -(This letter is a response to the
because of its luminary cereCheers and Jeers section in the
mony as if there isn't anything
more important to jeer. Talk
Oct. 7 editiOJ:I. of The Murray
State News)
about disgustingly childish
and completely offensive.
Jeers to The Murray State
News. Not for its message, but
BaDey Boyd
the fact that its staff decided
to take a jab at a very empowjunior from
Murray
ering and inspiring program
(This letter is a response to the
Cheers and Jeers section in the
Oct. 7 edition of The Murray
State News)
In the light of the recent jeer
against Take Back the Night I
have a few suggestions for
futUJ'e jeers:
Jeers to 9/11 memorials and
vigils outside of New, York
City. I mean seriously, the two
towers didn't fall in Kansas,
Michigan, California or Kentucky, so knock it off.
Jeers to memorials to Steve
Jobs at Apple Stores. He didn't
die outside that store, so why
is your memorial there?
Jeers to fireworks on the
Fourth of July. Philadelphia

should be the only place
where we have Independence
Day celebrations, after all, that
is where the declaration was
signed.
Now to be serious, you
might as well have said the
above statements by allowing
the jeer: about Take Back the
Night to be published. Your
editor should probably put a
little more thought into the
Cheers and Jeers section to
prevent the paper from looking like a bunch of uneducated
kids (I know you are all quite
bright, but you do a very good
job of hiding it sometimes).
Zachary Siegel

senior from
St. Louis, Mo.

Spill your ink
right here in the
Opinion Section.
Cheers to ..• so
many new forms
of transportation
on campus. Bicydes. roUerblades

cheers
1!.
•
and skateboards paDed
•....,. huskies are an better ways
We
J&1iil• of
•

~
~·

- an active
to last weeks edition.. Good to see students
.......... 8lld YoldDs

their

~ when they

by don•t agree. There
is notbii:tl bettet
getting around.
look thaJi • ·really good
forward to this winter's comrersation to
dogsled enthusiasts.
make your day.

Jaywalking

Brighten up
It is reaching that
time of year when
1 really start to
feel
. . like I .... am
m1ssmg out on a
big part ·of my
time in college. lf
you know me then
you know that's
John Walker saying something.
Opinion Editor My time here has
led to many different experiences, all of which 1 treasure. But I can say I have never found
myself in a formal relationship.
All this time I have been on campus I have never dated or never connected with anyone enough to have
any sort of affectionate relationship.
Of course, I can't be the only person
on this campus who has done this,
but I think the expectation of doing
so drives those of us who could
relate farther apart instead of closer
together.
-I have met students on campus
who are encouraged to fmd someone
while they are in college and others
who aggressively seek (need) it
because they have never mastered
the art of loneliness. Who can blame
them? When it comes to either questioning one's self worth or taking
whatever answers are being handed
out, most will take the easy way out.
Religion has showed this works for
centuries. ~If I cannot fmd love here
then certainly the . imaginary superbeing loves me, right?" The world is
strange and confusing enough without having to figure that mess out.
Now, I don't have the answers to
the universe but I do know what solitude is. For some it is the answer and
for others it is a punishment. For me
it is both. What greater way to experience the world than in all its splendor, whether it's hiking the most
beautiful mountains or sitting in an
orchard watching a golden sunset, by
yourself?
But then there is that sudden,
empty stomach feeling of not knowing what it is to see the world with
someone who more important than
any mountain or sunset. When you
are with that person you can't help
but feel there is no need to climb the
tallest peak' or see the brightest star.
That person makes your world
brighter than i~ will ever be. Relationships are often associated with
words like trust, love or commitment. For me these are all important
concepts. But more important, I
think, is inspiration. This can be the
foundation on which other ideas are
built on.
I know this sounds like the bad
musing of a wannabe poet and I apologize because that's exactly what it
is. Every year it seems the leaves
turn, Jack Frost rolls in and by the
flrst snow I realize just how lonely
this winter is going to be. I am sure
these thoughts will drift away when
there is a warm fire, good ale and
even better friends with which to
share it. The world may at times
seem like a cold, cruel place. But that
is why we throw on another log and
keep the fire bl.ll'ning. At least until
we fmd the right person to stick
around and help keep us warm.
Contact Walker at john.walker@
murraystate.edu.
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By The Numbers is now
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The Murray State News
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Would
you join
Occupy Wall

Street?

AmiTY
KLAUS
byNick PU!on
We have breaking news
this evening. University
scientist s have made
an important discovery
that discredits a
long-held belief.

Hippies do meth, too.

---)

Hippies have long been
known for doing nothing
but consuming marij~ana
and psyched~lic drugs.
8ut today, we have
discovered a new
sub-species .h abit.
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University receives
two alumni-based
monetary donations
Samantha VIUanueva
Staff writer

Ryan Rkhardsonl771t'! News

Acontestant participates In the Bull Blowout festivities last Friday and Saturday. The semiannual Bull BloWout's next event will be Feb. 17 and 18.

Courtney Laverdure
Staff writer
Exploding pumpkins may sound like a popular band from the
'90s. but this was one of the entertaining spectacles along with
children chasing calves and riding sheep at last weekend's Bull
Blowout.
At the William "Bill" Cherry Expo Center, Parsons & Milam
~ough Stock Contractors & Promoters hosted the Bull Blowout
on Friday and Saturday.
The featured events were bull riding, barrel racing and exhibition events for children such as the calf scramble and mutton
busting.
Parsons & Milam both promote as well as contract out bulls for
events like this. They have an indoor horse barn in Buchanan.
Tenn., where they have a Buckle Series that is hosted once a
month with events similar to the Bull Blowout.
"Murray is a really nice town, and the people seem to love
rodeo and come out and support us; this is a good facility to hold
such an event," Penny Parsons, owner of Parsons & Milam Rough
Stock Contractors and Promoters, said.
There were 38 bull riders computing on Saturday night wlro had
the feat of lasting at least•eight seconds on the bucking bull to
receive a score. Only five of these 38 withstood for eight seconds
for a score in the first round.
This mix of men faced off against bulls with names including
Hurricane Ally, Double Dog Dare, The Roach, True Grit and Pock-

et Pistol.
Between each rider the rodeo clown, Darren Murray from
Doniphan, Mo., sparred with the announcer Fly Beane from
Cookeville, Tenn., to keep the crowd entertained.
"I just sit and do a lot of thinking to come up with new acts,"
Murray said.
Beane, formerly of Murray, was impressed by the show put on
by the bull riders, he said.
"We had all the best of the bull riders and some good rides,"
Beane said. "They put on a real good show for the crowd."
The winners of Fr.iday night's Bull Blowout were Jeff Askey
(1st) of Martin, Tenn., Van Lynch (2nd) of Jackson, Tenn., and
Corey Bailey (3rd) of .Paris, Tenn. Saturday night's winners were
Brett Pike (1st) of Brandenburg, Ky., Van Lynch (2nd) of Jackson.
Tenn., and Brandon Burgin (3rd) of Shelbyville, Ky.
The cowgirls also got the chance to show their skills in the barrel racing event. Their task: to maintain a clover pattern and keep
all the barrels upright at the risk of getting five seconds added for
each barrel knocked over on its side.
Friday night's winners of the barrel racing event were Kristen
Yunker (1st) of Murray, 'Thylor Smith (2nd) of Benton. Ky., and
Hannah Nolan•(3rd) of Murrny. Saturday night Taylor Smith of ·
Benton, Ky., took ftrst, followed by Kelly Kennedy (2nd) of Creal
Springs, Ill., and Hannah O'Bryan (3rd) of Almo, Ky.
The next Bull Blowout is set to take place Feb. 17 and 18 at the
Expo Center.
Contact Laverdure at courtncy.laverdurc@murraystate.edu.

f

Murray State received two donations from past University
graduates, which are aimed to raise students' education levels.
Both donations are aimed at helping students have a better success rate in their education and assist in providing more scholarships opportunities to students.
The two donors - Jesse D. Jones and the late Nell Hall Vickrey,
are both University alumni and have made donations in the past.
Due to the Hold Thy Banner High campaign, however, they are
just a few of the University's alumni who are helping foster it.
The Hold Thy Banner campaign is an initiative to help comemorate the gifts raised by charitable organizations.
Jones has most recently donated $1 million to the University,
while Vickrey donated $500,000.
Bob Jackson, associate vice president and campaign director,
said Jones and Vickrey are only two of the many Murray State
alumni giving back in order to maintain the University image. .
"We are deeply appreciative of the tremendous support that
nearly 21,000 donors have provided during this campaign," Jackson said. "These donors have made nearly 81,000 gifts totaling
over $61.4 million to date during Hold Thy Banner High: The
Campaign for the Students of Murray State University."
Vickrey graduated from Murray State in 1933.
Since then, she moved to Marietta, Ky., where she became an
active member of the First United Methodist Church.
Vickrey also taught in the Marietta City School system, according to her obituary in the Marietta Daily Online journal.
Jackson said Vickrey always considered the University a special
place and made retention a number one priority of theirs.
"She passed away in 2010 at the age of98," he said. "She remembered Murray State in her estate plans and this wonderful gift will
provide a scholarship endowment for students studying in the
college of science, engineering and technology."
Vickrey's contributions will -be engaged to help purchase new
research and laboratory equipment.
Stephan Cobb, dean of the college of science, engineering and
technology, said this contribution shows just bow much Vickrey
cared about the educational aspect of Murray State students.
""We are very grateful to the Vickrey family for this wonderful
bequest to our college," Cobb said. "It demonstrates the Vickrey's
high esteem for MSU and communicates their strong support for
education in math and science."
Cobb also said the proceeds from the Vickrey donation will go
to help make sure the science department maintains an active role
in making a successful students' education.
"This generous gift wm provide scholarship funds for generations of students, and will have a significant impact in helping
them achieve their academic and career goals," he said.
Jones, University graduate of 1964, made his second contribution to the school in the past few months.
Having recently been a part of the opening of the Science Complex, Racer Writing Center and RA~Oril CommuqptJ~n
ter. Jones now takes an active part 10 reconstructing the Re~onal
Business Innovation Center, where pat-donors will be honored.
Jackson said Jones' plan for the renovations consists of a specified area. preferably the first floor, which will be named the Hall
of Benefactors and Distinguished Alumni.
Contact Villanueva at sviJ!anueva@murraystate.edu.

Studerit returns faculty member's lost money
Courtney Laverdure
Staff writer

·I

Finders keepers is not always the best way to
approach a situation, but it's usually the school
of thought used when people benefit from the
misfortune of others who have d~opped some
money.
Any college student would agree that a few
dropped dollars are difficult to pass up. but
almost $600 - that's a different story.
Almost four weeks ago, Lauren Carter, senior
from Louisville, Ky., was faced with this dilemma when she found a bank envelope of money
m the parking lot of Faculty Hall.
In the bank envelope, Carter found a receipt
with a savings account number and $575 in cash:
She decided to call ·her mother to ask for
advice on what her next step should be, she said.
• She said he mother told her to go somewhere
privately and count the money. From there, she
hould decide what to do, she said.
"My first thought was, I should pocket this,"
Carter said. "Just like any other college student,
I am hard on cash."
But Carter's conscience got the better of her.
nstead, she went to the Multicultural Center in
he Curris Center where she works and attemptted to track down the ovmer of the lost money,
she said.
"If it were me, I would want someone to do

..

Austin Ramsey/The News

Lauren Carter, senior from Louisville, Ky., said shejust wanted to do the rloht thlno when she returned the $575.
I

me the same courtesy and return it,'; Lauren
said.
I
Carter said she first called the bank and was
connected to the Princeton, Ky., brabch. The
savings account number that she read to them
from the receipt was discovered •to be an
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account held in Ballard County, Ky., she said.
After that, the bank contacted the branch where
a teller remembered performing a transaction of
that amount ..
The Ballard County branch called Murray
State faculty member, Peggy Meriedeth, a lee-

turer in the health sciences and human services ,
department.
Meriedeth was completely unaware that she
had lost her money and was grateful to receive
the call, she said.
"I was extremely lucky, and I am very thankful for Lauren finding me," she said.
Meriedeth had cashed a travel advance check
for a work-related trip and a couple personal
checks that morning and had intended to lock it
in her glove compartment, she said.
The bank envelope had no identifying information except a receipt with her savings
account number on it so Lauren went that extra
mile in her search, she said.
Merideth said the money must have fallen out
of the car because of where Lauren found it.
Meredith was able to go immediately to the
Curris Center and pick up the money' from Lauren in the Multicultural Center. She gave Carter
a $25 reward for her efforts, she said.
"As an alumna and faculty member, 1 am very
proud to know that we have that caliber of student to take the extra effort to try and return
anything," she said. "This speaks very highly."
Lauren was contacted by the black faculty and
staff organization to attend one of their meetings to be honored with a certificate of achievement the last week in September.
Contact Laverdure at courtney.lavcrdure@
murraystate.edu.
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~ Eligibility: minimum 3.0 GPA;
Graduating in December 2011 ,
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Demonstrated Campus and
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Office of Student Affairs at:
809.6831 or 116 Ordway Halt

Deadline:
October 18,
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Softball

Athlete
Spotlight:
elsey Sulliva
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What do you want to be when
you grow up?
"Teacher. I want to teach third
grade."

I
_jr---

The Basics:
Hometown: Shelbyville, 111.
Class: Senior
Position: Pitcher
. M~jor: Elementary Education
2010 Highlights: Sullivan appeared in
28 games for the Racers, striking out a
~eason·high seven in six innings
agamst Jacksonville State. She held
. Be.thel ~o one run on three hits in 5.1
mnt ~gs ma 6·1 victory. She picked up
her eighth win of the season, allowing
one run on five hits and three walks at
Eastern Illinois in a 6·3 victory.

Favorite TV Show: :
"Friends"

Wants to live in: Hawaii _ __

Favorite Subject :
Math

Favorite food:
Steak
Favorite movie:
"Sweet Home Alabama"
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Open Mouth, Insert Football

Pay them to play them: Part 3
In my third and final column re·
garc:ting the debate of college athletes' pay, I defer to the opinions of
a few recognized figures on the na·
tional sports level who agree with
the concept.
I do this for several reasons. This
is not an issue.I'm stirring up out of
nowhere; I want you to see this is a
full·scalc dispute already in motion
Ben
that will not soon go away. The "acMorrow
cepted" position in this argument Sports columnist
has generally been for the side of
amateurism, not for paying the players. I want to bring
valid points from the other side. Some of these sports·
write.r s and coaches have left themselves \·ulnerable to
criticism by standing up for student-athletes: I want you
to see how some have stood up for the little man when
they didn't have to take the risk. I may not necessarily
agree with everything quoted below, but I believe the
arguments are crafted well enough to merit consideration.
Here are the expert opinions:
Jay Bilas, ESPN analyst and lawyer:
"There is no valid argument or data to support the notion that allowing compensation to athletes would compromise the educational mission of the NCAA. The idea
that a college athlete should play only {or the love of the
game is nonsense. If it were true, why give a scholarship
at all? A scholarship athlete at UCLA does not love the
game any less than an athlete in the Ivy League. and his
education is not compromised by cost of auendance.
And, it is not compromised by more than that. I believe
barriers should be removed that limit an athlete from
receiving fair compensation for his or her image and
likeness. There is no legitimate reason why a college
athlete should be denied the opportunity to enter into
legitimate, legally binding contracts to, among other
things, hire an agent, do paid appearances, appear in ad·
vertisements, endorse shoes and apparel or otherwise
profit from their names and likenesses. It would not sink
college sports, substantially limit the NCAA'~ massive
television profits or negatively affect the education of
the athletes or any other student. H would simply be
JadKohn
fair."
Staff writer
Michael WUbon, ESPN analyst:
"I
used
to
argue vehemently against paying collegt!
With the Homecoming game against Eastern Illinois Saturday,
athletes. Tuition, room, board and books we're commany events are held this week to get the .students and communi!)'
pensation enough. So you know what caused me to do a
excited for the games. One of those events is Athlete Night put on by
180 on the issue? That $11 billion deal- OK, it's $10.8 bilCampus Outreach held Thesday in Mason Hall Auditorium.
lion to be exact - between the NCAA and CBS.ffurner
The organization wanted to provide an opportunity for all teams
Sports for March Madness between 2011 and 2024. We're
to celebrate Homecoming.
talking $11 billion for three weekends of television per
ult abo provided a chance to talk about spiritual things and Jin.:ct
year. On top of that, there's a new four-year deal with
some of that excitement toward spiritU<tl things and what it means
ESPN that pays the BCS $500 million. Let me declare \lp
to have a relationship with God and to be an athlete," Kendall Mugfront I wouldn't be the slightest bit interc:;ted in dis·
ana, Campus Outreach director and football and basketball chaplain.
tributing the funds equitably or even paying every col·
said.
lege athlete. I'm interested in seeing the people who
Approximately 275 people were present. including the entire basproduce the revenue share a teeny, tiny slice ofit. That's
ketball team, football players. softball players, baseball players and
right,
football and men's basketball players get paid;
other athletes. In addition to students who came to show their suplacrosse,
field hockey, softball, baseball, SQCcer pla}'·ers
port.
~r-.,~~-cc~-l- get nothing. You know what that's called? Capitalism.
- - - - -.Dunker and the trumpcucction of Racer Band we.re present as. ~~-
Not everytning iseq\til; ao ~ng is fair. Th~ most
wcll. A stick-horse version uf Racer 1 made a surprise appearance
distinguished professor at the University of Alabamn
and football Coach Chris Hatcher spoke to the crowd. getting every·
won't make $5.9 million in his entire tenure In
one pumped up for the game Saturday.
Tuscaloosa: Nick Saban will make that this year. So I
. "We gut a big game coming up
Saturday and we're 3·3," he said.
don't want to hear that it's 'unfair' to pay the quarter·
"This is a pivotal game for uur football team. as we head on we've got
back of Alabama more than nil the sociology students in
a lot uf our goals still intact and playoffs are in reach for the first
the undergraduate collt:ge."
time in a long time."
Steve Spurrier, South Carolina football coach:
Hatcher said the team appreciates the fans cheering them on dur':As coaches in the SEC, we make all the money - as
ing the games and that it helps being at home in front of a home
do universities. television - and wc need to get more
crowd.
.
to our p layers. We would like to make that happen.
''The best thing about coUcgc is having a team to root for and our
Probably won't, but we'd love to do it."
team is p!.lying well," he said. "There's nothing like being a Racer
Bill Simmons, ESPN columnist
on a Saturda)' night after a big win. Be there and be loud because I
'The term 'student athlete' has become meaningless.
pnlmisc you it makes a difference on game day.''
'Student slave' might be a better term, because college
'1'hc night also held a 'Pros vs. Joes' competition in which students
basketball and football programs are virtual labor camps
went up against student-athletes. including quarterback Casey
for the NFL and NBA. When a recent study came out
Brockman and softball player Mo Ramst..ry throwing footb;tlls
ranking the 10 most profitable sports franchises, sprinthrough hula-hoops and basketball players Isaiah Canaan and
.k led among such professional juggernauts as the YanMariah Robinson attcmpting shots from the knees against students.
kees and the Cowboys were Notre Dame and the
Brockman said Athlete Night was a great way to get people
University of Michigan. We're talking about athletic propumped up for Homecoming.
grams that gross upward of$50 to $60 million annually
"I think it wenr good, a lot of people were here," Brockman said.
from marketing, sales, alumni contributions, and bowl
"Everybody seemed pretty excited, so I think it went well."
and playoff appearances. Meanwhile, the average footPart of the evening was dedicated to God and how through him all
ball or basketball player receives ... a scholarship. By
things happen. Former Racer quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt sald Cam·
NCAA rules, players can't ewn have a work-study job.
pus Outreach helped him find his identity as a follower 'of Christ,
These athletes spend 30 to 40 hours a week on their
not just as the quarterback.
sport (not including road trips) and any schoolwork
''There was a guy by the name of Mike Turner, he worked for Drew Hursey Is confident Isaiah Canaan will make themake his shot in 'Pros vs. Joes.'
comes on top of that. What happens if the player b; from
Campus Outreach, he was the kind oflike the Kendall of when J Wll~
a poor family? Where does he get money?''
in collegi!," he said. "He really convicted my heart of instead of find·
Juon Whitlock. FoxSports.com columnist
ing my identity in football and things that didn't really matter and
"Because
of technological advances. video games, onthrough meeting him I started to find my identity through Christ."
line shopping and the explosion of sports-related TV
Soccur player Ashley Lewis said after coming to her first Campus
programming, NCAA schools now collcctivel}' derive
Outreach meeting her life felt more fulfilled.
billions rather than millions from college football and
looked like a man among boys on
"I came and I heard Nate Moretto just flat out share the gospel." Ben Morrow
basketball. John Wooden earned around $35,000 a year
the field.
she said. "It was the first time I under!itood why Jesus died andre- Stnff\I.Titcr
coaching UCLA. The best coaches today earn $4 million
He was inducted into the College
aliz~:d I wasn't different than anyone 1 thought was a good Christian.
to $5 million a yt!ar. Have the benefits to the athletes es·
Murray State football players exWe arc all born "vith sin and make terrible decisions: they just play
Football Hall of fame in 1999 and
calated
at the same rate? The system is br1>ken. No one
pcrienl!cd
an
opportunity
of
a
lifeplayed
for
the
nalhts
Cowboys.
Min·
out differently in all of our lives.''
hdieves in the integrity of the NCAA rulebook. Most
Magana spllke to the crowd on how to win spiritually and en· time un Sept. 2CJ, when tht~ 1982
nesota Viking~. Philadelphia Eagles
fair-minded people don't believe the athletes are getting
Heisman Trophy winner and star
and New Yurk Giants in his career.
cuuraged the audience to not turn awar from God.
a
fair shake. Many of them arc unprepared to be edurunning
back
Herschel
Walker
Walker encouraged the group for
The director and his team coordinated the event and said he bt..-.
cated in college, and the demands on their time com·
spoke to the team.
licved the event to be a success.
about 45 minutes before introducing
promise their ability to catch up or keep pace
Walker, a running back for the
"l think somebody said there was about 275 people here tonight,
himself to individuals of the team.
academically. I don't see any coaches signing up to be
that's the biggest meeting we had this semester," he said. "l think it University of Georgia, was widely
He spoke of the value of ever)' man
amateurs. If it's so. great, let the cuachcs sign up to be
considered to be the best college
doing his job and the necessity of
\liaS a success and we also got to talk about the Lord and that was our
amateurs, and let them continue their studies and get an
fuotball player of his uay. A physical
staying positive and focused.
main purpose."
additional degree or something while they're coaching."
specimen bksscd with abnormal
Contact Morrow at mmorrow@
Campus Outreach meets at 9 p.m. every Tuesday in Mason Hall.
Contact Morrow at mmorrow@lmurraystate.edu.
strength
and
speed,
the
rusher
often
murraystatc.edu.
Contad Kohn at jkohn@murraystate.edu.
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Men's Golf

Soccer

game.
"Obviously for us. going down to Alabama
A&M, we had some things to clean up and needed
to gt•t the girls' confidence back, so it was really a
nice time to get the result that we did," Coach Beth
Acreman said. "It allowed us to work on some
things for conference. We really got the benefits
out of it we needed.
"More specifically the 6-0 win gave the Racers a
chancc to work on finishing goals. It's not that
we've not been creating goals, we're just not finishing them. So for u~ it was nice to go down there
and have Shauna Wicker (sophomore forward) get
a hat trick and our little freshman Julie Mooney
(midfielder) had two nice goals so it was a good
game for us to pull together and work on something that we know we have to for the next six
games uf conference play."
ln addition to the win, Acre man and her players
haw been training hard for their final six conference matches.
"Having this kind of two-week lull with this
game in the middle has really given us the opportunity to be very competitive in training," Acreman said. "Training's really increased in its
intensity and we've made it more competitive
every session and I think the girls have really responded well to that because we know we've got a
hill to climb and I think they're all ready now to go
ahead and battle for what we need to accomplish."
Though the practices have been tougher, the
Racers can appreciate that Acreman's approach is
the one the team needs at this crucial point in the
season.
" Last week we had a tough week in practice but
it's good," senior midficlder Sophie Hargreaves
said. " It. was really competitive, but it was good for
us because that's what we need right now."
H.1.·gardlcss of how well practice is going, it's
c runch time for the Racers in terms of the OVC,

Ed Marlowe
'Staff writer

Nat£• lirf'lsford!The Nel'vc

Freshman mldflelder and defender Julie Mooney defends the baiiBQalnst UT-Martln Sept. 23 at Cutchin Field.
we're getting in front of the goal."
This late in the season, wins may be hard to
come by, with so many OVC teams vying to add
wins to their records.
"We always hope we can get the result," Acreman said. "I think tht! girls where they are confidence-wise now, I really hope we can go out and
fight for the win. I know it's not gl)ing to be easy.
Everyone in the conference is fighting for points."
However, Acreman's team is feeling confident
that the Racers arc more than "~apahlc of getting
•
the wins dcsper;Hely needed this weekend.
"We normally do pretty well against both of
those teams, especially Tech," Hargreave!' said.
"Plus the way we've been feeling from the win and
the way we've heen practicing, I feel really confident we can get both wins again thts weekend."
Contact
Ledbetter
at
kyra.ledbetter@

with Murray State still lacking a conference win
this season.
"It's almost a must {or us this weekend," Acreman said. "The pressure's on a little bit, and I feel
like we need to urge the girls to see the urgenc.'}'
this last part of season. I'm just going to push the
team to the last few training sessions with the urgency being a must here to get the wins we need.
We're going to have a challenge when we get down
there."
This weekend the Racers face off against Tennessee Tech University and Jacksonville State University in hopes of gaining late season victories.
"For us, we're going to have to be ready to go in
and battle with them," Acreman said. wobviously
we know that any conference game is never easy,
and I know that those two teams are going to come
out and fight hard, so we need to be sure we're
playing good soccer and again execute the chances

murraystate.edu.

Cross Country
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Home stretch: running for a solid season finish
Jonnthan Ferris
Staff writer
The women's cross country team
has twu goals: stay healthy and win
big.
"If our team can stay healthy and
ke~p doing all the right things outside of practice, we're going to be re;tlly strong." senior Kayla Crusham
said.
Hl~Ud Coach jenny Severns said
she is pleased with her tcaiD"'rhe season has been what 1
hoped for," Severns said. "We have a
lot of new people; Kayla is our only
returning top-seven runner so you
don't know for sure what to expect,
but everyone has come through and
done a really great job."
The team has finished strongly in
each of its first three events this •
year. showing steady improvement.
rn their first meet in Memphl~
Tenn., where they finished eighth
the year before, the women improved to a fifth place finish out of
25 teams. 1\vo weeks later, the team

competed in Edwardsville, Ill.. where
four Murray State runners placed in
the top 10.
On Oct. I in Louisville, Ky.• the
team continued improving by finishing third out of 32 teams nnd showing one of its best performances in
history at the Louisville competition.
Crusham said the team's last competition will positively affect the rest of
the season.
"We're going into this next meet
really strongly after we placed third
in louisville," Crusham said. "We all
ran really well as a team and that's
good going forward because conferences will be a team effort."
Crusham, who came to Murray
State from Hebron, Ky., Is enjoying
her fmal season as a student-athlete.
She began on a basketball team her
freshman year in high school and as
the season wound down, her coach
encouraged her to run track in the
offseason to stay in shape. Having
played sports most of her life, she
.saw running as a punishment and
was not all too excited to join the

track team. However, as she began
getting into track her coach pushed
her to keep running and she soon
joined the cross country team as
well.
"From that point on it was a learning process and a lot of hard work,"
Crusham said. "I never thought I was
going to run cross country, and definitely haven't been running since I
was little, but here I am now."
Crusham said she is excited to
continue with her final season.
"Cross country·wise. because as ·
most people don't realize, there is a
difference between cross country
and track; I'm excited for my last
conferem:l' championship," Crusham
said. "I think we can do some really
special things as a team and as individuals. I just want to leave it all out
there and do as well as I can."
Unlike Crusham, Severns knt•w
from early on she wanted to bl• involved with cross country.
"l always ran cross country and I
knew in undergrad that I wanted to
be a coach so I picked a major that

would allow me to h!• a high school
coach as well," Severns said. "Then I
went to grad school and realized that
1 didn't want to do that and l thought
I would just try to coach college: ·
Severns is looking forward to thl·
remainder of the season, she said.
"l;m excited to watch people improve and continue tn get better,"
Severns said. "I'm also really C.'<cited
to beat people who don't think we
should beat them. I want to beat people who don't cxpl~Ct us to, That's
what's really fun to me."
The family atmosphere within the
team is what Scvt!rns said she likes
best about coaching.
"I love them :~11." Severns said
about her athletes. "They make me
mad and crack me up sometimes.
They're like my kids."
The team will run full-speed
ahead into SaturJay's Evansville Invitational in Evansville, Ind., followed by the OVC championships
on Oct. 29 in Richmond, Ky.
Contact Ferris at jferris2@

murray.state.edu.

Kentucky Golf Association announced
junior Patrick Newcomb winner of the 2011
KGA John Owens Player of the Year on
Monday.
Newcomb, who received the award
based on summer tournament placings, is
the first Murray State golfer to earn the accolade.
A native of Benton, Ky., Newcomb won
the Kentucky State Amateur Chumpi·
onship in june and teamed up with former
Racer Josh RhOdes to win the KGA Fred
Allen Team Championship in July. New:
comb continued his summer success by
tying for the amateur low at the Powerbilt
Kentucky Open in August.
"I'm really blessed to get picked for this
award," Newcomb said. "I'd like to thank
the people at the KGA, my coach and my
parents for everything they've done for me
to become the player I am today."
Coach Eddie Hunt showered praise on
Newcomb and said he is a spec.ial studentathlete at Murray State.
"He is a tremendous competitor who
strives to play his best each and every time
out," Hunt said. "All of us nssociated with
Murray State Golf are very proud of him."
After a slow start to the season. in which
the Racers saw near or dead last finishes in
all three tournaments, Newcomb and associate~ have played with purpose and vigor.
The turnaround started with a three·
shot deficit going into the final round of
the Murray State Invitational held Oct. 3
and 4 at Miller Memorial Golf Course.
"We ,hadn't lost our home tournament in
eight straight years, and we didn't want to
start now," Newcomb said of the comeback.
Down five shots off the leader. Newcomb slapped a 4-undcr 67 to lead the Racers to a final round knockout. besting
Lipscomb 852-857. Newcomb took home
first place Wttli aoS-70·67•205.
Senior William Hunt had scores of 7469-70•213 to finish sixth in the field of 75
competitors. while junior Hunter York finished eighth with rounds of 71-74·70 c2J5.
Freshman Wade Thompson placed 20th
y.iith rounds of 72-75-73..220, while junior
D\lstin Gosser placed 45th with rounds of
78-74-74•226.
"It was a big win for us, especially after
not playing so wdl to start the season,"
Newcomb said. "We're growing and build·
ing and we're going to have pains, but I believe we'll be a good team come conference
play in the spring."
This past weekend at Paris Landing State
Park in Buch;man, Tenn.. the Racers played
in the Skyhawk Classic and finished fifth
out ofl4 teams. Newcomb took home second place overall, firing a 70-68-730:211, just
two shots off the leader.
"I pretty much had summer hangover
with as much golf as I played," Newcomb
said. "We started out a little slow and the
team played slow as a whole. We're really
starting to get it going."
York placed 12th with rounds of 73-72·
74=219, while junior Tyler Brown had
scores of 78·75-72=225 for a spot in 32nd
place. Gosser placed 37th with·scores of 7577-77~227 lind Thompson retired with an
injury after a ltrSt round 82.
The Racers tee off again at the Kiawah
Island Intercollegiate on Oct. 30 through
Nov. l at Turtle Point Golf Club in
Charleston, S.C.
.
Contqct Marlowe at edward.marlowe@
murraystate.edu.
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Please wear your srmnest attrre.
Alex Adams
Mike Adams
Nathan Adams
Zach Alder
JC Aponte
Luis Aponte
Nathan Arant
Jake Arehart
Matthew Bailey
Michael Banta
Gage Blackford
Ethan Boley
Jacob Bollinger
Casey Brockman
ZackBrown
Jackson Bruck
Jordan Burge
Kenneth Burgess
Nick Calhoon
Evan Campbell

Dylan Carroll
Juan casa del Valle
Kenton Coffman
Stephen Carman
Brandon Carney
Joey Catron
CJ Clark
Alonzo Crawford
Nate Curry
Garrett Davis
Mark Davis
Greg Deahl
Tanner Dan
Tony Delk
Evan Dickson
Ben Dillingham
Christian Duncan
Drew Rlosa
Tyler Flutty
Colby Foster

Blake Garcia
Josh Gilpin
Clay Goodman
John Goodman
WesGraves
Alex Green
Jackson Greer
Ray Guthrie
Jordan Hagan
Alex Hahn
Jake Hall
Seth Hall
Josh Harrelson
Eli Harris
lan Harris
William Hart
Clay Hill
Justin Hill
Blake Holt
Erick Holt

Daniel Hughes
Shawn Jenkins
Joseph Kelly
David Kurkeyndall
Jake Lawson
Bart Lewis
llm Lorence
Jordan ludovissie
Cassidy McAlpin
Nathan Moore
George Morgln
Ben Moser
James Nance
Jack Orem
Adam Page
Brooks Palmer
Adam Peebles
Colby Pennington
David Petrie
Ethan Power

I

;

Ben Prevette
Addison Price
Theo Qualls
Jay Redick
Korey Reichardt
Denham Rogers
Blake Salter
Brooks Santanello
Craig Schadler
JT Scourlck
Tyler Shaw
Michael Shepherd
Mark Stacy
Braxton Stanfield
John Stellar
Dylan Stinson
Mike Sullivan
David Thompson
Braden Throgmorton
Roderick Tomka

I

•
Peyton Turnage
Cody Waggoner
Ben Walters
Thomas Werfel
Chance Whitfield
Mike Whittaker
Jacob Wildman
Cash Willis
Jamie Wilson
Tanner Wyatt

Oct. l9th
8-11 p.m.
Robert 0. Miller Center

S. 4th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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Planet Here performs at the third annual Clarkstock fundraiser. The event. which features a Woodstock theme, is hosted by Lee Clark residential college and donates money raised to the Main Street Youth Center.

Annual music festival raises money for local youth
Allysoo Putman
Staff wriwr ----------...:.---"-~-.....-.;~-~~Students caught a glimpse of the 1969 music festival
scene Sunday as they flocked to the intramural fields
for Clarkstock.
Clarkstock is a Woodstock-themed fundraiser hosted
by Lee Clark residential college for the past three
years. At the event. students have the chance to listen
to live music from local bands and play games with one
another.
Attendees could also purchase tie-dye T-shirts for
$10 and food for $1. The profit from these sales went
~o support thl· children at the Main Street Youth Ccn·
ter.
frank Bozclka. senior from Chicago. is a residential
adviser at Clark College and spearheaded this year's
event.
"It's been a lot of work, but it's been really fun,"
Bozclka said.
The residential advisers, residential director and college head of Clark College worked together to coordi·
nate Clarkstock.
I
Though the event is put together to support the college's philanthropy. it also provides an opportunity for
students t(' come together and listen to music while
spending time with one another peacefully, just like
WQOdstock.
''When Neil Lovett staned (Ciarkstock), he wanted
to go with the Woodstock theme," Bozelka said. "We
haven't changed that much."
He said there were 150 students signed in at the last
year's Clarkstock, with several more mingling. He estimated a similar number of attendees this year.
There were six bands performing this year, along
with four or five single or duct acts, Bozelka said. Many
of the performers were Murray State students.
Colton Givens, junior from Morgantown, Ky., was
among the performers. Givens performed The Beatles'
"Here Comes the Sun" and many other well-known
tunes, including :1 Coldplay medley, on acoustic guitar.
A mostly self-taught musician, Givens said he has
been a t::uitarist for many years. He said his grandfather gaw him his first guitar.
"I've been performing at church, open mic nights
and things like this since J was about 12," he said.
This was his first time performing at Clarkstock and
he said it was a pleasant experience.
'"I've really enjoyed it;· Givens said. "It's a nice day
and I'm glad to be a part ofjt,"
The musicians were not tltc only ones having a good
time Sunday. as many participants were happy to take
part in the festivities as well.
.
Enrique Walker, junior from Hopkinsville, Ky.. attended Clarkstock for the first timt' thls year. He said
he really enjoyed himself at the event.
.
"It was a really awe:mmc experience," Walker said.
"Seeing my friends pby for a good cause was really
cool."
He said his favorite band was Barefoot and Blue because he has two friends that perform in the band.
As SUI:(~Cssful ;'IS Clarkstock was in entertaining the
attendees, it was alsQ successful in its fundraising efforts. Rozclka said the event raised $200 for the Main
Street Youth Center. The fundraising is not over. as
Clark College is still sellingT-shirts to those interested.
For more information on about Clarkstock T-shirts,
contact Bozclka at fr~nk.bozclk.1@murraystate.edu.
Contact Putman at a/lyson.putman@rnurray!'tate.edu.

Astudent plays In a oame of com hole on the intramural fields.

Photo t'Ourl• ·")' of BNI 'i•ch·~ ld

Barefoot and Blue perform on stage. Lead singer Neil Lovett. qraduate student from Germantown, Tenn.. founded this event in 2009.
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Fandom bndges generations
When I heard this year's
Homecoming theme was "Once a
Racer, Always a Racer," I immediately began brainstorming ideas
for the cover of
The
Murray
State
News'
special section.
Every year it
is a challenge to
create an image
to depict the
theme.
My
first
thought went to
Elizabeth young Racer
Johnson fans because,
Editor-in-Chief frankly, kids are
adorable. But
this year's theme isn't only about
the younger generation. It's about
bow tradition and love can bridge
the gap between generations.
I tossed around several ideas
with co-workers, faculty and staff
as to who could encapsulate that
idea of bridging generations for
our cover photo shoot.

When my adviser told me about
Debbie Bell and her family, I knew
we had our crew.
I quickly contacted her and
asked if she and her family would
be willing to grace the cover of
this section. After talking with her
family, she let me know they
would.
Mter several emails, a time was
set. The football team practicing
below took a moment to ogle at
the sight of 15 people decked out
in blue and gold marching into the
bleachers of Roy Stewart Stadium.
Little girls in cheerleading uniforms and boys with footballs
accompanied by parents and
grandparents was an unforgettable sight. The kids were jumping up and down the bleachers,
and waving their pom-poms. It
was Murray State in a nutshell.
The Bell family is a great example of a Racer family. A self-proclaimed Jersey girl, Debbie Bell
took to southern living and is a
lecturer in the English depart-

ment at Murray State. Her husband, Dwain, followed in his dad's
footsteps and received his bachelor's degree here.
Two of their three children hold
Murray State degrees. Jon Bell
and his wife, Janna, received their
master's and bachelor's degrees at
Murray State.
Debbie and Dwain's daughter
Christy Mattingly and her husband, Matt, received their bachelor's degrees as Racers.
While their daughter Jennie
Bourne and son-in-law Eric did
not receive degrees here, both
have taken classes at Murray
State.
Combined, the family has seven
little Racers - Walker Bell, 18
months old; Isaac Bourne, 7;
Isabelle Bourne, 5; Logan
Mattingly, 10; Sara Grace
Mattingly, 8; Caroline Mattingly,
4; and Abigail Mattingly, 2.
The Bell family makes the
theme stand true - "Once a Racer,
Always a Racer."
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Theme reflects Racer loyalty
Mantooth family
bleeds blue, gold
·:

Metdtann Anderson

StafTwriter

The annual Homecoming parade, a
5K run, Tent City and tailgating
before the football game are aH apart
of Homecoming weekend. Every fall
hundreds of alumni return to Murray
State for these events.
"Once a Racer, Always a Racer" is
this year's homecoming theme. Dr.
Clegg Austin, who graduated from
Murray State in 1953, will be serving
as Parade Grand Marshal.
"By having a traditional event such
as Homecoming then alumni know
that around the same time each year
that the University welcomes them
back," Sabrina Mathis, associate
director alumni affairs, said. "They
can see how the campus has grown
and changed from the time they were
students and see many former class-

mates and friends that they may not
have time to connect with throughout the rest of the year."
The Mantooth family from
Owensboro, Ky., is one that represents this year's theme of "Once a
Racer, Always a Racer."
Bob Mantooth is a 1976 Murray
State graduate with a degree in physical education. He is a member of
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity and
played baseball for the 'Breds.
"We have stayed fairly well connected with Murray since we graduated," he said. "I have always enjoyed
homecoming to see former teammates and fraternity brothers."
Mantooth's wife, Sheree, is an
alumna of Murray State. She was a
special education major and graduated in 1980. She is a member of the
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority.
Their daughter, Kara, is now working for Murray State as an admissions
counselor and is finishing her master's degree.
He said since his daughter started
at Murray State in 2005 he and his
family have enjoyed sports and all of

Image courtesy of Alumnt

Kara's activities.
Mantooth said he and his family
have always loved Murray State.
"Watching it grow and improve in
so many ways over the years has
made us very proud to be graduates,"

Mantooth said. "The campus is beautiful and everyone is so friendly and
helpfuL Any parent would feel great
having their child attend Murray."
Homecoming festivities began
Thursday and run through Sunday.
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Local pediatrician, alum named grand marshal
Savannah Sawyer
Staff writer

With "Once a Racer, Always a
Racer" as theme for this year's
Homecoming, it is only fitting that
Dr. Clegg Austin is parade grand marshal.
, After all, Austin comes from a long
Line of Murray State graduates and
faculty members.
"My granddaddy Ewing Farmer,
gave one of the original checks, to
help to create Murray State College,"
Austin said. "My mother. Lucile
Farmer, was in the first graduating
class at Murray State. She was later
brought in to teach French. She had
her master's degree, which was very
unusual in those years for a woman to
have their master's.
"My dad, A.D. Austin was Dean of
Men and taught Social Sciences from
1929 to 1935. He also wrote the words
to the Alma Mater as well as to the
fight song. My sister, two of my
cousins, and my wife are all Murray
State graduates along with two of my
sons and my daughter-in-law."
Austin attended Murray State for

Jordie Oetken/The News

Dr. Clegg Austin Is a 1953 graduate of Murray State and practices as a pediatrician in Murray.
three years and graduated in August
"It was here, it was cheap, and I was
of 1953 with a bachelor's of science
broke," Austin said about his reasondegree in biology and chemistry.
ing to attend Murray State. "Their

pre-med program was as good as any
in the state of Kentucky. I just didn't
have any desire to go anyplace else."
Thinking back, Homecoming was
always a time to remember.
"The big thing about Homecoming
was just that- Homecoming," he said.
"You got to see people that you had
known as students, as friends and my
dad, when he was alive, would like to
say hello to people that he knew
when he was Dean of Men out at
Murray State."
Being grand marshal is always a
high honor here in Murray. Austin is
still in awe that he received such an
honor.
"I have no idea," Austin said. "I
guess because they've run out of old
people to sit in the car I guess. But I
have no idea. I was very flattered.
Thank you thank you. This is my
hometown this is my home university. I've seen a lot of grand marshals
come and go. I just can hardly believe
that it's my turn."
The Homecoming parade begins at
9:30 a.m. Saturday downtown and
will end on campus at Main and 15th
streets.

Let's go Racers!
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Homecoming
festivities rooted
in school tradition
Sam Villanueva
Staff writer

Murray State has a long history of Homecoming
traditions, which started as early as 1941 with the
Homecoming Parade.
Some of Murray State's other attractions, such as
the crowning of the Homecoming court and Tent
City, are rooted as far back as 1978, according to
Jeanie Morgan.
Morgan, who is the coordinator of student activities, said having consistent Homecoming traditions do more than maintain a positive University
image.
·~n schools
need traditions," she said.
"Traditions are what keep a school and its alumni
connected."
Morgan also said different groups of student took
over the Homecoming details, which showed the
amount of student involvement from the start.
"The Student Government Association took over
the selection process (for Homecoming Queen) in

File photo/Nate Brelsford

Kirby O'DOOOQhue, oraduate student fromWestview, Ky., and for·
mer SGA president and Jeremiah Johnson, senior from
Hopkinsville, Ky~ and current SGA president, were crowned
Homecomino Queen and King last year.
1978," she said. "Before that, though, the ones who
had the decision over that was the football team
and a committee. In 2001 the student body voted to
have a Homecoming King selection process as
well."
Homecoming was set to be more than a weeklong

SuperFAST!

dress up party. The main goal was to bring a sense
of family to Murray State by celebrating what
makes this school great, Morgan said.
"I love the thrill and anticipation of
Homecoming," she said. "Getting calls from students returning that I haven't seen in a while,
bringing their children to meet me and wanting to
know if I'll be around when their children come to
Murray State. It just doesn't get any better and that
is why I say, 'Homecoming is better than
Christmas."'
Morgan went on to say students should do more
than just see the traditions as a reason to party and
more as a way to embrace the University culture.
Said Morgan: "I encourage all students to
embrace the University and contribute to the present traditions, make them their own and to return
every year to Homecoming and renew friendships
and memories of some of the most wonderful years
of their lives."
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Racer couple plans to nail shoes to tree
Olivia Medovich
Staff writer
Amanda Carter will say, "I do" to DJ
Story in Lovett Auditorium on Nov. 5,
2011.
The couple, both alumni, met at the
University and plan to continue a
Murray State tradition by nailing
their shoes to the Shoe Tree.
Although no one on campus can
say when the tradition of the Shoe
Tree began, it has become an integral
part of Murray State's history. If two
students meet at Murray State, fall in
love and then marry, they will have
good luck if each partner nails a shoe
to the Shoe Tree.
Amanda Carter, coordinator for
new student programs, said carrying
on the tradition of the Shoe Tree is a
way to commemorate the memory of
meeting her fiance.
"We will be putting our shoes on
the tree the day of our wedding,"
Carter said. ''It's a neat tradition to
carry on and also symbolizes that we
met at Murray and obviously wouldn't be getting married in November if
we hadn't met here."
She said she hopes the tradition of

File photo/Elizabeth Johnson

DJ Story and Amanda Carter met when they were both students at Murray State, but did not start
datlno until after they graduated. The couplewill carry on one of the most famous Racer traditions
by nailing their shoes to the tree after their November wedding In Lovett Auditorium.
the tree is carried on for a very long
University."
The current Shoe Tree is actually
time.
"I would hope they never cut the
the second, because the first was
tree down," Carter said. "It means a
struck by lightning and subsequently
lot to current students, alumni and
caught frre. Even today, the Shoe Tree
students looking to attend the
is more of a stump because its limbs

have been cut off to minimize the risk
of frre.
Carter said prospective students
get excited when they learn about the
tradition of the tree.
"When we have students come to
see the campus it's something they
always talk about getting to see," she
said.
Carter said she was introduced to
her future husband four years ago at
Summer Orientation.
"I was a Summer Orientation counselor and he was an entering freshmen and was actually in my group,"
she said. 'We were friends throughout college, but didn't date until after
we had both graduated."
Carter said in honor of the importance of meeting on campus, her
wedding ceremony will be held on
campus as well.
"We thought it would be special to
do it here on campus and in Lovett
Auditorium because of the importance of us meeting here," she said.
Carter said she is excited for the big
day to arrive.
"Now that we have every thing
planned, we are just ready for it to get
here," she said.

MSU STUDENTS
ALWAYS
GET A
10% DISCOUNT!
BU'I'I'ERBURGERS &
FROZEN CUSTARD
The News would like to send out a
special thank you to the Bell family for
their dedication to the school and their
patience during our photo shoot.

818 N. 12m ST.
MURRAY
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Racers seek Homecoming repeat
Ed Marlowe
Staff writer
The Racers face a key conference matchup
against the Eastern Illinois Panthers this
Homecoming Weekend and will need a win to stay
in contention for the OVC crown.
Expectations will be high after the Racers put on
an offensive display at last year's Homecoming
game against the Missouri State Bears, showcasing
perfect execution of the Hatch Attack and a galloping running game.
Quarterback Casey Brockman threw for a thenrecord 570 yards - 332 of them coming in the first
half - and seven touchdowns en route to a 72-59
shootout victory.
Those records have since fallen at the hands of
Brockman, whose electric performance against
Tennessee State this year surpassed OVC records
for total passing yards (600), total touchdowns (8),
pass attempts (58) and completions (41).
Running back Mike Harris ran 30 times for 212
yards against Missouri State last year, becoming the
first Racer to plow for 200 yards since 2006. The
team will rely heavily on him this weekend as the
Panthers defense allows almost 200 yards rushing
per contest.
Racer receivers will have to fill the void left by
Marcus Harris, who caught nine passes for 213
yards and five touchdowns (an OVC record) in last
year's game.

(

Expect the Murray State offense to make a strong
showing in front of a raucous home crowd as the
Racers come into this game averaging almost 500
yards of offense per game.
Eastern Illinois, which averages close to 340
yards offense per game, will have to be firing on all
cylinders if they hope to keep up with the Racers'
high-octane offense.
Sophomore quarterback Jimmy Garopollo helms
a Panther offense averaging 257 yards passing per
game. Top targets Kenny Whittaker and Lorence
Ricks both average 65 yards per game receiving,
and accounting for them will be top priority for the
Racer defense.
The Racers will face a Panther running game that
has struggled to get off the ground as Eastern
Illinois averages only 74 rushing yards per game.
Both AJ Woodson and Jake Walker are averaging
three-and-a-half yards per carry, forcing the
Panthers to rely on the passing game to stay competitive.
Kickoff is at 3 p.m. Saturday at Roy Stewart
Stadium.

File photo

After tallying a 72·59 win over Missouri State at last year's
Homecoming game, the Racers look to mark another 'W' against
Eastern Illinois at 3 p.m. Saturday.
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Fall sports

well underway
Kyt"a Ledbetter
Staff writer

The fall sports have gotten off to
varying starts this year, with OVC
Championships looming for some
and a long season ahead for others.
The Racer football team started
their season off with a record of 3-3
overall and conference record of 1-2,
falling to UT-Martin and Jacksonville
State.
"We didn't play very well and I did
a poor job getting us ready to play,"
Head Coach Chris Hatcher said after
the UT-Martin loss. "I thought that
we could ride a little momentum we
had against Tennessee State."
Regardless, Hatcher looks to future
games to correct mistakes.
''We've got to put this one behind
us," Hatcher said of the conference
loss. "We're a better football team
than what we showed."
The soccer team has bad a considerably tougher season going 0-2-1 in
their conference thus far, suffering
their first conference defeat at the
hands of Southeast Missouri State

Homecoming
with a score of 3-0 and tying with UTMartin 2-2.
The Racer volleyball team has had
an eventful season, going 4-5 in the
conference. The Racers most recently dropped road matches to
Tennessee State and Austin Peay, but
did pick up a win against SIUEdwardsville early this month.
The men's golf team has competed
in four events already this season, fmishing 10 of 12 at the Wasioto Winds
Fall Kick Off, 14 of 15 at the UK
Bluegrass Invitational, 18 of 18 at the
Cardinal Intercollegiate and first of14
at the MSU Invitational.
The women have thus far competed
in only two events, taking on a host of
both OVC and non-conference teams
in the Murray State Drake Creek
Invitational. The women took first in
that event. with senior Morgan Cross
and junior Alexandra Lennartsson
finishing second and third, respectively. The team also fmished 11 of 16
in
the
Betty
Lou
Evans
Intercollegiate.
So far this season the cross country
team has competed in two events, the
Memphis Twilight Classic and the
SlU-E Cross Country Challenge. In
Memphis the women's cross country
team took home fifth place of 25, a
start Head Coach Jenny Severns was
pleased with.
"I am really pleased with how
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everyone competed," Severns said.
"We improved on our fmish from last
year with a lot of new faces.
(Freshmen) Anne Jablinksi and Abby
Oliver worked really well together."
The men's first fmisher came in
164, fmishing in 24:39.92.
At SlU-E the women's team continued to improve, placing four runners
in the top 10 on a more difficult
course, with sophomore Carolyne
Tanui leading the Racers with a time
of 19:07.98.
The first to fmish the men's 8K race
was freshman Reid Thomas with a
time of 30:09.31.
The rifle team defeated UT-Martin
with a score of 4567 in the first match
of the season. Though the score is
considerably lower than what the
Racers were posting at the end of last
season, Head Coach Alan Lollar is
happy with the outcome.
"We used our opening match a little
different this year and I think we got
what we were looking for," Lollar
said. "We used Saturday to give some
front line match experience to some
of our younger shooters. I was very
pleased with the way we competed."
The team fmished fourth in a field
of 14 at the Old Miss Invitational and
later lost to Alaska-Fairbanks by three
points at home.
Both the volleyball and football
teams have home matches this week-

Nate Brelsford/The News

The Racer volleyball team is off to a..-5 start In
the OVC and wilt compete in two conference
matches at Racer Arena this weekend.
end. The Racer football team faces off
against Eastern Illinois University at
3 p.m. in Roy Stewart Stadium. The
volleyball team has two home matches, including Morehead State
University at 7 p.m. today and Eastern
Kentucky University at 8 p.m.
Saturday.

In Mind
Needlepointing • Spinning
Supplies and Classes

Knitting • Crocheting
Rug Hooking • Felting

Maureen Tavernaro Owner
2223 Broadway • Paducah, Kentucky 42001 • (270) 442-5283

Welcome Back
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alumnae
Celebrating 45 Years at
Murray State University

Homecoming Schedule of Events:
~ 9:30
Parade
beginsdowntown&endsat 15th &MainSt.
~ 10:00 -12:00

Open House at Suite
stop byfor light snacks &refreshments

~ 11:00-2:30

Tent City at Stewart Stadium
be sure to swing by the AGO tent
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Mascots add to game day
Ben Morrow
Staff writer

File photo/Nate Brelsford

Dunker and Racer 1are part of Murray State tradition.

A school mascot can be a fundamental part of the
game day experience.
On Homecoming weekend the highlight is the
Murray State mascots- Dunker and Racer 1.
The history of Dunker is shrouded in mystery.
Traditionally, the identity of the student who dons
the Dunker suit is kept secret until the last home
basketball game of each year. Even the origin of
Dunker's name is a mystery, Dave Winder, sports
information director, said.
Dunker has gone through some interesting
changes over the years and bas typically been one
of the tallest mascots in college sports, Winder
said.
While some mascots may be fairly neutral as they
relate to the team names - Western Kentucky's Big
Red and Stanford's Tree come to mind - there is no
mistaking the giant thoroughbred on the Murray
State sidelines on game day.
This western Kentucky school, however, does not
stop with ordinary mascots. Murray State represents the Bluegrass State well with the beautiful
and graceful Racer 1.
Murray State's live mascot graces the football
sidelines in style at each home game at Roy Stewart

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
•••
•••
••
••
•

Stadium. One of the biggest thrills of the game is
watching Racer l race around the track after a
Racer touchdown.
This year, the title "Racer 1" goes to an 8-year-old
mare named Zuku. Those who remember last year's
football games will recall Stella, a brown mare.
Murray State often changes horses and jockeys
from year to year.
Violet Cactus, the first Racer I. ran for eight years
and is buried at Stewart Stadium, Winder said.
Tim Busse, senior from Farina, Ill., is the jockey
for Racer 1 this season.
Busse holds the honor of being only the second
male jockey for Racer 1 since Murray State began
the tradition in the 1970s.
Busse said he is privileged to be the jockey and is
soaking up the enjoyment that comes with racing
such a fine horse.
"I've been riding about 12 years now," Busse said.
"This was something different that I've never done
before. I wanted to get involved at Murray State in
a way that not everyone gets to do. I'm the second
male to do it. I get to meet a lot of people because
of it. It's a lot of fun."
Busse said it is a thrill to ride Racer 1 in front of a
packed stadium of excited fans.
"It's an adrenaline rush," he said. "She does great.
She's an amazing horse."

731-247-5794
10960 HIGHWAY 341 N . PURYEAR. TN 38251-4206

All-you-con-eat

Texas Hold 'ern
Wednesdays

Lunch and Dinner Buffet

Just down the street from campus at
804 Chestnut St.
Murray, KY

MSU Students

•

DJ & 1Kauraolke

1rh1urrsdays

.

'

•

.
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:

~

'

lFri(days
&Sa

show your ID and receive a

1Oo/o Discount
Call 270·753·6656
for carry-out or rebate nltht Information
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Alumni competitions
provide fellowship
JaciKohn
Staff writer

Former student-athletes and alumni will come together today to celebrate Homecoming by participating
in some friendly competition. The
action starts at 2 p.m. at the Bennie
Purcell Tennis Courts.
Men's tennis Coach Mel Purcell
and former women's tennis coach
Connie Keasling joined together to
try to make the alumni match an
annual part of Homecoming again.
"(The competition started ) in the
early '70s, and off and on," Purcell
said. "We used to have one every
year. This year Connie and I talked
about it in conjunction with her
retirement to try to put something
together, kind of quick just to get
some former players back."
The event is used as a way to raise
a little money to split between the
men's and women's tennis teams
Purcell said.
However the main idea of the

events is to bring together old
friends.
"To really just try to get some former players back is the main goal and
have them see our facilities," he said.
"Some of the people have not been to
Murray in a long time. When they
were here 20 years or so ago they didn't have the nice facilities or nice
dorms like Clark and Richmond. So I
think its really nice for them to come
back to the University and see the
growth of it."
Keasling compares the event to a
family reunion.
"Without Homecoming we probably wouldn't take the time to organize something like this," she said.
"College is the best four years of your
life and it's nice to come back and
reminisce, catch up and reacquaint."
In earlier years the tennis competition used to be an ali-day tournament. In order to attract more participants the format of the competition
was changed.
'We decided to shorten the event

Tennis, baseball, volleyball and rowing will host alumni competitions as part of Homecoming.
we can start earlier next year and
up a little bit and try to get some forgrow it into a bigger event."
mer players back and looking forward to hopefully getting some feedOther
alumni
games
over
back," Purcell said.
Homecoming are the annual 'Breds'
Alumni of all ages can be seen at
alumni baseball game at Reagan
the event.
Field, the alumni volleyball match at
"It's a little bit of everybody,"
Racer Arena and Mixed 8's Varsity
Purcell said. "We restarted our (tenRowing versus alumni. These
nis) program in '56, so I send it out to
matchups are scheduled for 10:30
everybody from there on. Hopefully
a.m. Saturday.
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Make The Chase at Murray your next
home. We offer fully furnished 2· and
4-bedroom apartments with individual
contracts per bedroom. private bedroom and bathroom. wireless internet in
every room. washer, dryer and dishwasher. Got free time7 Enjoy our sparkling pool, fitness center, new sand volleyball court. tanning bed. pool table,
and tennis court. Your rental rate
includes wireless internet,
cable and
*''' .
electric allowance. To make The Chase
even better we are conveniently located
a half mile from MSU and directly in
front of Murray Transit.
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First homecoming king shares success
Paige Graves
Staff writer
In the halls of Calloway County Middle School
there is a man whose passion is evident the
moment you meet him. His classroom, bright with
numerous Mountain Dew products and student
projects, showcases the progress of the environmental science class he created.
With enthusiasm evident in his voice, Scott Pile
talked about his students' latest project - models of
solar-powered cars. Though he arrived at the
school at 6:30 a.m. as he does each morning, the
University's first Homecoming King began the
interview with a smile on his face.
Pile's senior year was one he won't forget, as be
was crowned Homecoming King, Mr. MSU, Greek
Man of the Year and Outstanding Senior Man.
"It was a dream year, and it was absolutely amazing," Pile said.
The 2001 Homecoming was a rainy one, and Pile
remembers it with good humor.
"Homecoming was crazy and wet," Pile said "It
had flooded all week and they had us in the parking
lot huddled together with umbrellas and ponchos.
We had water coming out of our shoes. When we
were announced, the rain stopped. We got crowned,
and it carne down again.''
Originally from Breckinridge County, Ky., Pile
wanted to teach from the time he got to the
University. His passion was working with youth.
The success Pile enjoyed while studying at
Murray could be attributed to his involvement.
"There were so many great moments in my life.''
Pile reminisced. "I joined Alpha Sigma Phi, which

Photo courtesy of Scott Pile

was a big turning point in my life. I lavaliered my
girlfriend at Miss MSU, and she is now my wife. My
mission trip with Mark Whitt of the Baptist
Campus Ministries was something I won't forget. I
lived all four years in Hart College, and those experiences were amazing. I hated moving out, which I
know is odd to say. I even did my student teaching
there, and while everyone else was sleeping I was
up at 5 a.m. preparing. It's hard to narrow it all
down to a few great times."
Pile continues to speak at rush events for his fraternity, and also participates with the G.ROW.
Program and the College of Education. He is also a
youth worker at Hardin Baptist Church, so Pile
ends up teaching six days a week.
Mter completing his first year teaching at CCMS,
Pile was awarded the Walmart Teacher of the Year
Award in 2003. Following that, he was named
Kentucky's State Conservation Teacher of the Year.

Bennie Purcell reflects
on Racer experiences
KatyBolmes
Contributing writer
From 1948 until1952, Bennie Purcell
attended Murray State University. He
was a well-known basketball player
for the school. His jersey number, 21,
is only one of seven in school history
that have been retired and displayed
in the CFSB Center. He was selected
twice as All-OVC and earned AllAmerica honors in 1952.
Purcell said he has many fond
memories of his days as a Murray
State student, but one of his favorites
is the day they won the ftrst OVC
Championship for the school in 1951.
Purcell said he had been playing basketball since he was in the third
grade.

"Basketball was a big thing for us,"
he said.
After college, Purcell joined the
Army for two years. He then traveled
with the Harlem Globetrotters, visiting 46 countries, he said.
When returning to Murray State,
Purcell became assistant basketball
coach, under Cal Luther.
Luther, who has known Purcell for
60 years, described Purcell as loyal.
"He's a guy you could always talk
to," he said. "He's very committed to
the school and basketball program."
After the tennis program was reinstated in 1954, Purcell was encouraged to take the position for coach.
Although he plays tennis every day,
Purcell said he still likes basketball.
"I love basketball," he said.

Pile maintained his humble outlook while discussing his accomplishments.
"It's all God's blessings," Pile said. "Ifl look at my
life. and look at my top decisions, number one was
accepting Christ. Everything wonderful came after
that. My marriage to my wife, our child Connor, and
of course, teaching."
Before Pile taught at CCMS, there was not an
Envirtmmental Science course. After being selected
to study in Austria one summer Pile brought back
what he learned and designed a curriculum for the
school, which now offers three blocks of
Environmental Science. Pile also coaches the academic team, and is the sponsor for Lakers for Christ,
a student-led Christian organization.
"My number one hobby is teaching," Pile said.
"It's what I'm supposed to do, and it's what I love to
do. When I'm not teaching, I'm a family guy."
"You know, I have my degrees finished so I've
gone as far as I can in that aspect," Pile explained.
"Something that stands out to me is the day I
checked my mailbox, and there was a letter from a
student in there. It said, 'Thank you for what you've
done in my life. I needed it.' That letter let me know
this is where I'm supposed to be. To me, 30 years
from now, if I'm teaching 7th grade students and
I'm working at my church, I'm doing what I'm supposed to be doing. I'm not doing this to get somewhere else. This is where I want to be."
This year, another student will be crowned
Homecoming King, and the community can only
hope that he can be successful in life with great
memories of Murray State fresh in his mind. As
Scott Pile knows only too well, once you're a Racer,
you're always a Racer.

"Basketball is my ftrst love."
Both of his sons have had success in
tennis. His son Del played under him
for four years and was ranked No. 1 in
his division and won two state doubles crowns with his brother, Mel.
Mel started tennis young and went on
to reach the quarterfinals of
Wimbledon. He was formerly ranked
No. 17 in the world. He took over his
father's position as tennis coach in
1996.
Purcell coached the tennis team for
28 seasons. He went on to lead them
to 11 OVC tournament competitions.
He
was
inducted
into
the
Intercollegiate Tennis Association's
Hall of Fame in 1998. He was selected
eight times as OVC Tennis Coach of
the year. Due to his success as a
coach, the University elected to name
their tennis courts after him.
"It was a surprise," he said. "I was
very honored to have them named
after me."
Purcell said that the University
(then called Murray State College)
bas changed drastically since he was
a student.
"My high school was bigger than

this whole school," be laughed. "'t bas
changed enormously over the years.
Besides playing tennis daily, Purcell
has a few other bobbies.
"I read lots of newspapers," be said.
"I read about 10 a day. I started reading them at eight years old."
Among some of his favorites, be
names The Tennessean and The

Chicago Tribune.
Purcell said he has a collection of
biographies in his home that he
enjoys reading. He said he also makes
it a point to attend every Murray
State basketball game. Purcell said he
enjoys sports and sometimes reads
sports books.
He has contributed to the writing
process of a book about Murray State
basketball. The book is called "Proud
to be a Racer: History of Murray State
Basketball." Sid Easley, Lindy Suter
and Jimmy Wilder are also contributors to this book. He said they hope to
release the book during basketball
season.
"Murray State University gave me
the opportunity to get an education
and it was very good to me," Purcell
said.
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Event
celebrates
22 years
early Besser
Staff writer
From the Shoe Tree to All-Campus Sing to the many
events celebrated every Homecoming, Murray State is
a school of rich tradition.
One of those traditions is Tent City, a Homecoming
week institution for campus organizations to get in
touch with alumni and current students by setting up
tents around Roy Stewart Stadium. This October will
mark the 22nd anniversary of Tent City since its debut
in 1989.
"It's all about the academics and clubs having their
own event and to get themselves out there," Sabrina
Mathis, coordinator for alumni support services, said.
She said Tent City is also a way to keep a strong
relationship with Murray State and its alumni.
"It gives alumni a chance to see what has been going
on here since they've left and a chance to see each
other again," she said.
Through the years, Tent City continues to grow and
there is always a new tent each year, Mathis said.
Upward of 50 tents are organized all along the football
field, most of which are hosted by club organizations,
residential colleges, international student organizations and other various school sports. Tent City helps
these organizations distribute information about their
organization and raise funds for semester activities.
Tent City is also a way to organize philanthropy,
Mathis said. Last year, Regents College used Tent City
as a way to fundraise for the Relay for Life.
"The Regents tent had a car-smashing event," junior
Michael Griffin said. "The car had Missouri State
license plates on it and people got to pay a dollar to hit
it with a mallet."
Car-smashing is just an example of the creative
ways Tent City is constantly innovated. Griffin said
Regents plans on hosting another car smash in the
L_n_~~--_hL___~~~~--=:~~~~:=--~~~~~~--~J{~ ~)l~ futme.
Image co urtesy of A lumni Affairs ~Vfe're totally doing it again," he said. "It was really

__

2011

Greek organizations use Tent City to introduce their
chapters to students who are considering joining, and
it also allows alumni members to see what fraternities
or sororities are doing. Last year, fraternities and
sororities made up almost half of the tents.
"Greek life is definitely a big feature of Tent City,"
Mathis said.
This year, Tent City will feature a new addition to
the list. Nursing recently became its own school and
will have its own place in the event.
Though featuring school-oriented activities, Tent
City isn't strictly for students and alumni. Food,
games and even face-painting booths are welcome for
anyone who wants to join in on the Racer spirit.
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Calendar of Homecoming events
FRIDAY
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
• Book Signing. Stop by the University Store and meet the authors. Books for every
age and every interest covering many genres. Linda Swift Reeder '67,'69, '73 from
Paducah, Ky.; Pamela Hearon '76 '84 from Anna, Ill.; Laurean Brooks; Danielle
Thome
2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
•MSU Men's and Women's Tennis Alumni Competition. All former players are
invited to Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts for an afternoon of tennis competition.
Contact Connie Keasling at (270) 809-5407 or connie.keasling@murraystate.edu for
additional information and to register. A $50 donation to assist the tennis program
would be appreciated
4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
•President's Reception. Mix and mingle with Dr. Randy Dunn at the Sid Easley
5p.m.
•30th Annual 5K Run through MSU's campus. Entry fee: $15; $20 day of race. Preregistrants receive t-shirts on race day. Check in: 4 p.m. at Student Recreation and
Wellness Center. Prizes will be awarded to 1st place finishers in each age group,
male and female. For information, call Campus Recreation at (270) 809-6791.
•Ads Club Reception at the Faculty Club. Join alumni for a reunion of the Ads Club.
For more information, contact Gill Welsch at (270) 809-3173 or
gill.welsch@murraystate.edu.
5:30p.m.
•"Riding to the Front" Homecoming Picnic. Fellowship, fun and food for The
Hutson School of Agriculture alumni and their families. Children's and family activities begin at 5:30. Dinner and program begins at 6:30 p.m. at the Cherry Expo
Center. Dress is casual. Cost $12 a person. Reservations required. Call (270) 8093328 for additional information and reservations.
6p.m.
•Department of Biological Sciences Outstanding Alumnus Banquet honoring 2011
Distinguished Biology recipient Dr. Clegg Austin, '53. The Outstanding Biology
Professor Award will also be presented. Curtis Center Small Ballroom. Cost: $18
a person. Reservations required. Deadline: October 7. Call (270) 809-4518 for reservations.
•Nursing Alumni Association Dinner. Join fellow nursing alumni for a special
evening of reminiscing. Curris Center. Cost $25 per person. Reservations required.
7p.m.
•Annual Baseball Alumni Reunion Reception. Join 'Breds alumni and family at Best
Western to honor the 1990's 'Bred alumni. Reservations required
•Pi Kappa Alpha Open House. Join current Pike members, alumni and friends as
they reconnect and pay tribute to the brotherhood. Visit the new and nearly complete Dr. Hal Houston House on the comer of 16th and Maio Street. No reservations
required.
•MSU Volleyball vs. Morehead at Racer Arena.
•Miss Black and Gold Pageant. The brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha Inc. present the
annual pageant at the Johnson Theatre. Advance tickets cost $7. Tickets available at
the door for $10.
9p.m.
•Alpha Kappa Alpha Meet and Greet at the Curris Center. Come celebrate 40 years
of service and sisterhood Cost $25 per alumna and $15 per guest (includes tickets
for weekend events). Reservations required Contact Ruby Toliver at (270) 442-3122
or toliverrg@yahoo.com.

Cost: $6 for adults, $3 for children age 3 and up. Reservations required.
• "M" Club Breakfast sponsored by MSU Athletics invites all former athletes, coaches, managers, trainers, and cheerleaders to join us for a buffet style breakfast.
Curtis Center Large Ballroom. Cost $15. Reservations required.
9-.30 a.m.
•Homecoming Parade featuring Dr. Clegg Austin '53 of Murray, as Grand Marshal,
and the Racer Band. Begins downtown and ends at 15th and Main Street on campus.
For information, call the Student Government Association at (270) 809-6951.
1()-.30 a.m.
•Annual 'Breds Alumni Baseball game at Reagan Field. Lunch for players and their
families wlll be served in the Murray Room at the CFSB Center at noon.
•Alumni Volleyball Match at Racer Arena. Reservations requested. For more information contact Krista Shumard Stine at goonies_7@hotmail.com.
•Mixed 8's Varsity Rowing vs. Alumni. Join the MSU Rowing team for a morning of
rowing at Keolake State Park. Former rowing members and participants can meet at
the boathouse at 10 a.m.
11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
•Sid Easley Alumni Center wlll be open. Visit the center, pick up alumni decals and
view your brick in the patio areal
•22nd Annual Tent City Homecoming Festival. Tents for academic colleges,
Athletics, Murray Training School alumni, University Store, Alumni Association
Residential Colleges, Greek Row and more. Variety of food available. Free admis:
sion, open to the public. Roy Stewart Stadium. Enter through the north an south
end zone gates. For information, contact Sabrina Mathis at (270) 809-3279.
2:30p.m.
• Homecoming Pre-game festivities including the crowning of the 2011 Homecoming
King and ~een by reigning Queen Kirby O'Donoghue and King Jeremiah Johnson.
3p.m.
•MSU vs. Eastern Illinois at Roy Stewart Stadium. Tickets are $12 for adult reserved
bleacher seats, $8 for general admission ($5 for children 3-18). Reserved chair seats
are $16 and must be purchased in advance. For tickets, call the MSU Ticket Office
at (270) 809-3000 or www.ticketmaster.com.
5 p.m. to 8 p.m.
• MSU Volleyball Open House. Come see the newly renovated home of the Lady
Racer Volleyball team at Racer Arena. Reservations requested. For more information contact Krista Shumard Stine at goonies_7@hotmail.com.
7p.m.
•MSU Rowing Dinner. Join Rowing team members and alumni for the presentation
of the Homecoming Cup at the Jesse D. Jones Clock Tower. Dinner is a $15 donation
that will help support team needs. RSVP to msu.rowing@murraystate.edu.
1:30 p.m.
•NPHC Step Show. CFSB Center. Cost is $10 a person in advance or $15 at the door.
Children 12 and under $5. Contact Phillip Hudson at (270) 217-6928 or Tara
Hawthorne at (270) 809-6953 for information.
8p.m.
•MSU Volleyball vs. Eastern Kentucky at Racer Arena.

SUNDAY
10 a.m.
•Alpha Kappa Alpha Anniversary Breakfast. Join us as we celebrate 40 years of service and sisterhood of the Zeta Zeta Chapter of Murray State. Cost $25 per .Iumna
and $15 per guest (includes tickets for weekend events). Reservations required.
Contact Ruby Toliver at (270) 442-3122 or toliverrg@yahoo.com.

SATURDAY
6:30a.m.
•Road Ride. Join the Murray Cycling Club for a 2Q-mile road ride through Calloway
County. Entry fee: $15; $20 day of event. Pre-registrants receive T-shirts on event
day. Check in: 6:30 a.m. at GearUp Cycles, 102 N. 15th Street, Murray. After completing the ride, watch the annual Homecoming Parade as it passes by GearUp
Cycles. To register contact Matt at GearUp Cycles at (270) 761-2453.
8 a.m. to 9 a.m.
•26th Annual College of Education Homecoming Breakfast. Join old friends, classmates, and faculty for great food and fellowship at Murray Middle School Cafeteria.
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The News

Homecoming

October 14, 2011

Back row from left Michael Shepherd Jr.. junior from Coxs Creek. Ky.; Casey Brockman, junior from Murray; Buddy Sledd,
junior from Paducah, Ky~ Alex Kursave, senior from Paducah, Ky. Front row from left Martika Clark. senior from
lexington, Ky; Jill Cornell,lynsey Freeman, senior from Calvert City, Ky~ Betsy Banks, senior from Frankfort, Ky~ Amber
Phillips, sophomore from Hardinsburg, Ky. Not pictured: Ryan Knight, sophomore from Benton, Ill.
UNIQUE MEXICAN FOOD • CAJUN SPECIALS
DELI SANDWICHES • BBQ • SOUPS
BEST SALADS IN TOWN
BURGERS & FRIES • GREAT DESSERTS

••••••••••••••••••
LUNCH SPECIALS
NON-SMOKING AVAILABLE
PRivATE ROOMS FOR
MEETINGS/PARTIES
EXPANDED DECK

-

Corner of lOth & Arcadia • 759-8866 • Behind Cheri Theatres
WWW .BIGAPPLEMURRAY .COM

